
 

 

 

 

Water fog machine instruction manual 

  



Thank you for purchasing our products, please read carefully before 

using the product use 

Manual, and must be strictly in accordance with the requirements for 

product manual operation. Especially particularly close 

Notes on the note "operation". After reading, please be careful collection, 

for later reference. 

 

1.The product description 

Welcome to use our new generation polymer water spray machine, this 

machine and traditions 

Of dry ice machine, smoke machine, as long as a small amount of smoke 

oil and water can be made 

The white smoke, and smoke for a long time to keep close to the ground 

Rise, large amount of smoke, thick, can be continuously for blowing 

smoke a few hours 

Can completely replace the dry ice machine, higher cost performance. 

 

2.The product principle 

Atomized spray into the machines and gasification of smoke oil mixing, 

through the fan is in the middle of water 

Box, water mist after advancing tank, natural cooling, and compound 

Water mist weight, so water mist stick, large amount of smoke, can be 



continuously  

Blowing smoke for a few hours, belching smoke at any time, for a long 

time continuous work, etc. 

Note: outdoor use effects is larger, especially with the wind. 

 

3.The main technical parameters 

Model 

The output 

The net weight 

Gross weight 

Packing size 

The actual work power 

The power supply 

Fuel tank capacity 

Fuel consumption 

The control mode 

 

4.Contour map and the part name 

5.The key operation function is introduced 

Screen panel button operation is introduced: 

1. MUNE/function: to set parameters 

2. The UP/speed: set parameters, increase the parameter value. 



3. The DOWN/deceleration: set parameters, reduce the parameter values. 

4. The TIMER/timing: according to the set parameters, cycle with smoke 

and stop blowing smoke. 

5. The LOCK/smoke: press the pump start to work after (smoke), press 

stop again. 

6. FAN/water mist: after pressing the FAN and the atomizer to work (out 

of the water mist), again 

According to the stop. 

Note: smoke began to work, if you don't press "FAN/water mist" smoke 

from the wind 

FAN out, press the "FAN/water mist" key work, from the water mist 

Out of smoke. 

Menu Settings: MUNE/features: 

1. Addr  (1-511) : set the DMX512 address code 

2. The Fog (1-100) : oil smoke (smoke size adjustable) 

3. The Wind: fan (replacing this feature on the control panel with fan 

knob) 

4. The Intervel  (1-3600) : set the circular blowing smoke waiting time 

5. Duration (1-300) : sets the circular blowing smoke work time 

6. The Timer: timing quantitative (start and stop) 

Remote control button operation is introduced: 

A: press the water mist working, press stop again. 



B: press the smoke, then stop. 

DMX512 signal control computer operation is introduced: 

1. The first channel control continuous spray smoke and stop. 

2. The second channel control the size of wind 

 

6.Instructions for 

1. Open the tank mouth, to pour into a clean running water, flush water 

level and water column. 

2. The water mist on the transparent pipe inserted into the water tank. 

(according to spray oil cans 

Customers use free replacement clean plastic) 

3. Plug in the power cord, press the "open key" boot, the screen shows 

"warming" preheat a few 

Minutes, appear "ready", said the machine can work. "ready" the number 

below 

Words said heating element temperature. 

4. Press "MUNE/menu" key, press the "Fog/smoke oil" (the oil smoke 

numerical Settings 

30% (reference number), press "UP"/" DOWN "key to adjust the 

numerical size, the customer 

Can be adjusted according to the actual effect of the Fog "Fog/smoke 

oil" number). 



5. Press the "LOCK/smoke" key, the spray oil pump began to work. 

6. Press "FAN/water mist", water mist sprayer machine and fans began to 

work. 

7. Wind after machine work on the control panel to the size of the fan 

adjustment knob. 

8. "MUNE/menu" key, in the "Wind/fan" function has been replaced to 

control surface 

Fan knob on the plate adjustment, here is useless. 

9. After the use, with a mineral water bottles, fresh water is put inside, 

put the suction tubing into mine 

Spring water bottle inside, inside the "MUNE/menu" tuning "Fog/smoke 

oil" value is set to 

100% and then blowing smoke normal work for 5 minutes, go suction 

and the inside of the tubing water mist 

Oil clean. Row after the first press "FAN/water mist", then press 

"LOCK/smoke" 

Stop working to shut off the power. 

After 10. Use a drain valve under the machine, please put the water clean 

after use. 

Note: be sure to wash after using oil machine and put the remaining 

water inside, 

See this page 9-10 a.m., so as to ensure the machine used for a long 



time) 

 

7.Operation and maintenance 

1. Please confirm that no liquid and before starting the internal metal 

foreign body into the machine,  

2. The machine use time box water master, after 1 hour, please check the 

water tank, add water 

(some impurity water can bring damage to water mist machine), the 

machine USES water will be 1 hour 

Heat, then add water or ice to former inlet, smoke the effect will be better. 

3. Chassis much water, water mist is blocked out, will be from fan, cause 

Fan reversal. At this time to open the valve at the bottom of the box out 

just the right amount of water. 

4. Water tank water shortages, looked down from a fan, atomizer green 

light. The normal work 

When the atomizer is bright red. Atomizer water shortage will 

automatically power-off protection. 

5. Smoke oil value not less than 10%, otherwise the oil pump does not 

work, can't oiling. 

6. The smoke oil fan numerical don't adjust too big, or smoke will be 

gone with the wind. 

7. If spray oil leak into the water tank, please scrub clean. 



8. Spray oil is a mixture of imported raw materials and water, colorless, 

tasteless, non-toxic, feeling too 

Strong, please add some water to dilute, proportion may effect 

appropriate adjustments according to the customer request. 

9. The machine must be clean with clear water after use oil, or it will 

cause the heating element 

Can't plug, oil. 

10. Spray machine in the process of working with a small amount of 

smoke from the fan overflow is a normal phenomenon. 

11. The machine itself relay happens di da di da, belongs to the normal 

phenomenon, 

There are air tubing, oil pump makes a noise and oil smoke went up, 

there is no sound. 

12. Spray machine must use the special oil spray, use other oil smoke 

machine is produced 

Jams, do not add other sundry except oil smoke. 

13. Don't remove the filter in front of the tubing, or impurities in oil 

pump easily 

, lead to block machine. 

14. Before moving transport, to ensure the oil smoke don't leak out of 

the barrel. 

15. Water spray machine must be clean, water quality determines the 



working life of the atomizer. 

16. Customers can choose according to need, DMX512 control computer 

operation, remote control operation 

, panel manual operation (recommended), three functions. 

17. Numerical smoke oil Fog, the larger the value, the more fuel, smoke 

the more thick, but water 

The fog will be gone with the wind. The faster fan numerical value, the 

greater the water spray out, the more powerful floating, 

Please according to your need to debug a suitable numerical scene. 

 

8.Other Settings 

1. Automatic spraying smoke volume Settings: in "Ready To Fog" state, 

press 

"Fog" automatic spraying 100% smoke volume at this time, and then 

press "UP" or 

"DOWN" button, can be set up from 1% - 1% smoke 

2. The interval with smoke waiting time Settings: in the "Ready To Fog" 

state 

"Mune"  button next to "Interval Set 1 s" page, and then press the UP 

Or DOWN keys to select) (1-3600 seconds 

3. Duration with smoke Settings: in the "Ready To Fog" state MUNE 

"Duration Set 1 s" button next to the page, and then press the UP or 



DOWN 

Key to select (1 second - 300 seconds). 

4. Timing quantitative belching smoke Settings: the spray smoke, smoke 

injection time intervals, continuous spray 

Smoke after the TIMER has been set, and then press the "TIMER", the first 

continuous spray operation 

The state of smoke again pour meter time interval. 

5. DMX512 signal code sets: in Ready To press MUNE Fog state 

Button next to "DMX512 # 000" page, and then press the UP or DOWN 

key 

Select the address code. 

 

9.Warranty policy 

The company atomization slice of life 3000 hours, specific see customers 

to use the quality of the water 

Quantity, water is pure, the longer life of atomizer. Product quality 

assurance period for a year, one year for free 

Repair and replacement parts. 

Atomizer: atomizer belongs to consumable, not warranty scope, to life, 

the customer can be 

To replace the atomization can change 3 rmb a piece, 3000 w spray 

machine 20 heads, as a whole 



Replacement costs 60 rmb. 4000 w spray machine 30 heads, overall 

replacement cost of 90 rmb, 

Customers can contact manufacturer according to the operating 

instructions change, change the simple. 

Heating element: heating element belongs to consumable is beyond the 

scope of warranty. 

 

10.Warranty conditions 

Use the product under normal condition within the warranty period of 

fault, but according to 

The content of the terms of this warranty, contact the manufacturer 

warranty. 

During the warranty period, the following will implement the paid 

service: 

1) customers in the process of transportation, move; the damage of 

failure, 

2) customers to use other oil smoke oil blockage caused by the damage 

of oil pump; 

3) the non-artificial damage 

4) do not according to the manual operation maintenance machine 

damage; 


